
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Windows* 8.1 
Drifting involves maneuvering a vehicle through corners at high speeds and angles, which causes the vehicle to 
perform a controlled slide. It often involves fast cars, highly skilled drivers and dedicated fans. 

Successfully drifting a car in the exciting series of Drift Mania games by Ratrod Studio Inc. requires a 
combination of driving skill, style and showmanship. Featured on Intel® Atom™ tablets for Windows* 8.1, players 
control a high powered street car and push it to its limits, sliding it sideways at high speeds. 

Successful drifting is based on four main criteria: speed, line, angle and impact.

  •  Speed - Players need to drift as fast as possible while staying in control.

  •  Line - Drift within pre-designated zones to get extra points. 

  •  Angle - The higher the angle of the drifting car, the more points a player gets.

  •  Impact - The driver must entertain the crowd with an exciting performance.
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Drift into a New Form of Racing with Drift Mania 
The series of Drift Mania games features hours of adrenaline-fueled gameplay on Intel Atom tablets for 
Windows* 8.1. There are two main games: 

Drift Mania Championship 2

Drift Mania Championship 2 features 13 high-performance vehicles that 
players can race on 13 drift circuits. It allows the player to build a drift 
career and complete over 60 achievements, compete in a drift battle 
tournament or play against a friend using the new online multiplayer 
mode. Plus, players can upgrade and fully customize their cars with 
performance upgrades and visual modifications. Players can challenge 
other drivers from all over the world using the global leaderboards. 

  •  Customizable controls including element repositioning and 
      sensitivity adjustments

  •  Accelerometer (gyroscope) and virtual wheel steering mode

  •  Variable throttle bar system or pedal accelerator controls

  •  13 high-performance vehicles with unique specs

  •  13 drift circuits to master from different locations 

  •  48 performance upgrades per vehicle

  •  Hundreds of visual mods including body kits, spoilers, window tints, 
      wheels and custom paint job

Drift Mania: Street Outlaws

Players can battle and compete in underground drift events based on 
various world locations. From Japan where it all began, to the Swiss 
Alps, desert canyons and the steep hills of San Francisco, this game has 
drivers drifting around some of the most hazardous roads. It features 3D 
graphics, more realistic controls and a new improved multiplayer mode. 
Plus, this game has: 

  •  Fully customizable controls including element repositioning and 
      sensitivity adjustments

  •  Accelerometer (gyroscope) and virtual wheel steering mode

  •  Variable throttle bar system or pedal accelerator controls

  •  21 high-performance street vehicles with unique specs

  •  13 drift courses to master from different worldwide locations

  •  48 performance upgrades per vehicle

  •  Hundreds of visual mods including body kits, spoilers, window tints, 
      wheels and custom paint job



Drift Mania Powered   
by Intel

Windows* 8.1 tablets with an Intel® 
Atom™ processor provide a fun and 
engaging platform to play games. 
The Intel Atom processor, high-
resolution display and interactive 
touch capabilities combine to 
create a powerful, interactive and 
entertaining platform to race, drift 
and slide with the series of Drift 
Mania games. 
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